Phase separation rates of aqueous two-phase systems: correlation with system properties.
The kinetics of phase separation in aqueous two-phase systems have been investigated as a function of the physical properties of the system. Two distinct situations for the settling velocities were found, one in which the light, organic-rich (PEG) phase is continuous and the other in which the heavier, salt-rich (phosphate) phase is continuous. The settling rate of a particular system is a crucial parameter for equipment design, and it was studied as a function of measured viscosity and density of each of the phases as well as the interfacial tension between the phases. Interfacial tension increases with increasing tie line length. A correlation that describes the rate of phase separation was investigated. This correlation, which is a function of the system parameters mentioned above, described the behavior of the system successfully. Different values of the parameters in the correlation were fitted for bottom-phase-continuous and top-phase-continuous systems. These parameters showed that density and viscosity play a role in the rate of separation in both top continuous- and bottom continuous-phase regions but are more dominant in the continuous top-phase region. The composition of the two-phase system was characterized by the tie line length. The rate of separation increased with increasing tie line length in both cases but at a faster rate when the bottom (less viscous) phase was the continuous phase. These results show that working in a continuous bottom-phase region is advantageous to ensure fast separation.